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Under the above banner, each week you will find information regarding our process of merging our two 
parishes into one canonical entity, a brand new parish.  We are some of the very last parishes in the Diocese 
of Pittsburgh to undertake this process.  On this page each week you will learn details of how this will take 
place and some of its implications.  Please read it each week. 

In the previous three bulletins, we have provided a detailed view of the buildings that will be 
part of our new parish, on July 1, 2023.  Below is a summary of those buildings.  It is 
important to note that as we become one parish, all the assets of each of the former parishes 
become available to all.  That means that all ministries and organizations have equal access 
to all of our buildings.  How that works out in real life will involve careful scheduling, 
collaboration and a lot of patience. 

In the formation of the new parishes over the last few years, many new parishes have as 
many buildings or more than we will.  The goal of the diocese was to enable each newly 
formed parish to consider its programmatic needs and to assess what physical plant(s) were 
needed to accomplish the goals set by the parish.  In some cases, it meant selling unneeded 
properties and, in some cases, contemplating renovation or even new construction.   

This will be a part of our discerning and planning as well.  Over the coming months on this 
page you will find information on goals for our new parish and, in time, we too will be 
assessing our vision and what resources we need to implement that vision.  

The Glade Mills Campus 
Church
Early Education Center
Youth and Young Adult Center (YYAC)
Rectory
School Building
Bish House and Property

The Mars Campus 
Rectory
The Food Pantry
Fellowship Hall

The Cranberry Campus 
Parish Administrative and Education Center

(School Building)
Field Center and Maintenance Building
Church
Rectory




